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Abstract: The purpose of this review is to describe the global scope of the multidecadal climate oscillations that go back at least, through several hundred years. Literature, historic data, satellite data and global circulation model output have been used to provide evidence for the zonal and meridional jet stream patterns. These patterns were predominantly zonal from the 1970s to 1990s and switched since the 1990s to a meridional wind phase, with weakening jet streams forming Rossby waves in the northern and southern hemispheres. A weakened northern jet stream has allowed northerly winds to flow down over the continents in the northern hemisphere during the winter period, causing some harsh winters and slowing anthropogenic climate warming regionally. Wind oscillations impact ocean gyre circulation affecting upwelling strength and pelagic fish abundance with synchronous behavior in sub Arctic gyres during phases of the oscillation and asynchronous behavior in subtropical gyres between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.
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Preface

This paper does not present rigorous statistics evaluating hypotheses and relies on qualitative descriptons and comparisons between relatively short time series. The hypotheses simplify the complexity of meteorological, oceanographic and fisheries processes seeking broad patterns. Observations of zonal and meridional wind patterns have been necessarily limited to 1.7 cycles since about 1900. This implies that the discussion of warm and cold or zonal and meridional patterns focuses on three or four data points. Proxies of past cycles can not be supported by the unobserved decadal variability in global winds. With roughly four data points, statistical power of any comparisons are very low, especially given the instances of mismatches by a decade or more are not considered important. Ultimately with continuation of global observing systems, with the use of coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (which do not rely on observational data) such patterns may be revealed. In this review we strive to address questions which connect current findings on ocean basins’ climate interactions over a global scale: Do output from these models support global synchrony in atmospheric wind patterns, oceanic gyre circulations, and vertical velocities in the ocean? Does the ecology of fish populations reveal underlying global wind process? We hope the following discussion provides a holistic view that ties together multidisciplinary information in a succinct fashion that is constructive and thought provoking for future work.

1. The Decadal Oscillation

During the 1990s, the global climate began to switch to a meridional wind or regionally cool cycle. Evidence of this switch was observed across climate indices, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, Figure 1), the Arctic Oscillation (AO), the pattern of sea level pressure variation north of 20°N, and the Northern and Southern Annular Modes (NAM and SAM). Each of these indices represent different measures of jet stream behavior in the North Atlantic, northern hemisphere and the southern hemisphere, respectively. The NAO is defined by sea level pressure differences between the low pressure cell around Iceland and the high pressure cell around the Azores [1]. A positive NAO index indicates a large pressure difference between Iceland and the Azores, whereas a negative index indicates a small pressure difference [1]. The NAO is essentially a measure of the variability of the zonal flow with strong zonal flow during the positive cycle and meridional Rossby wave blocking north-south patterns during the negative cycle [2]. Mann and Lazier [3] have taken the work of Klyashtorin [4], Beamish et al. [5] and other earlier researchers to recognize the relationship between the above indices and many other climate indices including the Southern Ocean Index, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, the Aleutian Low Pressure Index, the Atmospheric Circulation Index, the Pacific Circulation Index, and the Length of Day Index to reveal the similarity in patterns over the 20th century and correlations with fish abundances. All of these indices indicate zonal wind patterns in the early 20th century were succeeded by meridional patterns in the mid century and zonal patterns in the latter 20th century [3] (Figure 1). Several workers report decadal climate variability for particular ocean areas with similar phases to those presented in Figure 1. Similar phases are exhibited in the North Pacific Index (NPI) or the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index [6] and correspond to shifts in salmon production in the North Pacific Ocean [7]. During the positive 20th century NAO periods, temperatures tend to increase, particularly in winter while during the negative period 1940 to
1970 temperatures decrease (Figure 1b). During the late 1990s an apparent hiatus in decadal-scale warming occurred at mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. This observed stall in average surface-temperature increase was consistent with the mid-20th century behavior associated with a reversal of large-scale wind patterns, from zonal winds to meridional winds. The multidecadal component of climate variability is distinct from the secular-scale one, which is presumed to be of anthropogenic origin and apparently gaining strength in the 20th century (Figure 1). Interaction between these two components of climate variability remains an active topic of research. An important hypothesis in this review is that the changes in atmospheric circulation indicated by these indices result in changes in ocean gyre circulation over multidecadal time scales.

2. Objective: To Reveal The Connections Between The Decadal Oscillation of Atmospheric Wind Patterns and Ocean GYRE Circulation

In this review a large literature supports the hypothesized components of interacting global wind pattern and ocean gyre circulation and reveals the decadal oscillation operates at a global system level. These decadal climate variations are not just characteristic of recent decades and the indices for these variations can be extended back through the centuries using proxy temperature records (Figure 2). Naturally occurring atmospheric jet stream and oceanic circulation cycles have occurred over at least the past 1500 years as evidenced in temperature proxy measurements that indicate warm to cool temperature cycles that occur on multidecadal time scales, such as tree rings, ocean sediment cores and coral bands [8,9]. The increasing error of proxy records in more distant centuries are acknowledged in uncertainty analyses for all data [8] and are shown here as best estimates (Figure 2). Decadal changes in the strength of jet stream westerly winds in both hemispheres alter ocean gyre circulations and together with trade winds, the upwelling intensity off continental margins.

![Figure 1. Cont.](image-url)
Figure 1. (a) Winter (December, January, February and March) NAO indices from 1864–2013. The indices highlight the cool/warm phase shifts over the past century. Winter NAO indices were obtained from the Climate and Global Dynamics Division of the National Center for Atmospheric Research [10]. (b) Annual, summer and winter average air temperatures observed at Providence, Rhode Island (41.7°N, 71.4°W) from 1900–2014. Overlaid on these data are trend lines of temperature during each of the NAO oscillation cycles (positive: 1910–1940; negative: 1940–1970; positive: 1970–1995); negative 2000–2014 with a red line indicating a positive oscillation phase, and a blue line indicating a negative oscillation phase. Data were accessed through the Goddard Institute for Space Studies, National Aeronautics and Space Administration [11]. General adjusted surface temp data is provided to GISS monthly by NOAA/NCEI in the form of GHCNv3 data with SCAR temps to account for Antarctic regions. While changes have been made in the adjustment algorithms since 2011/2012 (it used to be GHCNv2), the changes have been to increase accuracy and therefore GHCNv3 data are most accurate. Temperatures continue to increase, with winter rates increasing markedly during the two warm periods. During the current incomplete negative oscillation period 2000–2014 temperature increases are still all positive but less so during the winter; the regression line is colored black to acknowledge that cooling is not evident. The positive/negative trends with lower magnitude are revealed for the all proxy annual temperature for the northern hemisphere [8]: 1910–1940, 1940–1970, 1970–2000 with 1.87, −0.48, 1.83 °C per 100 years, respectively.

Support for the hypothesized wind/ocean gyre circulation interaction resides in the relationship whereby global decadal westerly wind and gyre circulations have a mirrored impact in upwelling
ecology. As suggested by many researchers the variation in upwelling intensity can change the dominance of fish species populations. The dominant fish caught oscillate on decadal time scales between strong and weak upwelling preferring species. Klyashtorin [4] proposed a global connection between the hemispheric strength of the zonal versus meridional westerly winds and global landings of different fish stocks, although alterations in fish stocks have been observed for decades [12]. The biological responses to natural climate variability may be even more sensitive and predictable than the physical indicators [7].

**Figure 2.** (a) Mann Temperature anomalies (where the mean temperature is set to zero and differences from the mean are plotted) from all-proxy record for the Northern Hemisphere from 500 to 2006 indicate an increase in temperature from the 1800s on, adapted from the Mann et al. [8]. Trends in the record like the Little Ice Age and Global Warming have been removed by providing only the differences in adjacent maximum and minimum ranges (peaks and valleys) of temperatures and not the actual temperature. The difference between successive maximum and minimum were plotted from the zero line. The average cycle peak to peak from 500–2006 is 75 years. (b) The Mann temperature anomalies (red) and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation from ship and satellite measurements: AMO smoothed from Kaplan Sea Surface Temperature version 2 calculated at NOAA/ESRL/PSD1 accessed July 2014 [13].
3. Causes for the Global Oscillation

Hypotheses to explain the decadal shifts are not mutually exclusive and include: (1) atmospheric-ocean interaction dynamics; (2) the rate of Atlantic meridional overturning circulation; and (3) a statistical combination of climate indices and Arctic sea ice variability. To date an accepted causation is uncertain for any of these proposals.

Figure 3. Global wind and gyre circulation changes hypothesized to be associated with multidecadal (a) warm and (b) cool phases of the North and South Hemispheres. White arrows indicate regions of enhanced wind and black arrows indicate areas of enhanced gyre circulation. The blue patches indicate the sinking waters in the North Atlantic. The zonal warm phase occurred from the 1910s to 1940s and 1970s to 1990s and is characteristic of strong westerly winds in the northern and southern hemisphere. North Pacific and North Atlantic subarctic gyre circulations enhance with sinking waters associated with the northern North Atlantic winter. In the Atlantic subtropical gyre circulations also enhance. Some surface waters travel from the Indian Ocean to the south Atlantic and join the Gulf Stream in the North Atlantic. The meridional cool phase occurring from the 1940s to 1970s and 1990s to present consists of equatorward winds over the continents and poleward winds over the subarctic and sub-antarctic oceans, resulting as Rossby wave formations. Intensified circulation in subtropical gyre systems enhances upwelling and productivity in the California and Peru systems. Strengthened easterly trade winds increase equatorial current circulation in the Pacific. The background global chlorophyll is from Yoder et al. [14].
Atmospheric scientists have maintained that winter NAO anomalies owe their existence to atmospheric processes [15]. They suggest that hemispheric winds of the NAM and SAM reflect dynamic processes that transcend land-sea geometry and the distribution and character of continents of a particular hemisphere. The NAO was thought to be a symptom of a broader fluctuation in the atmospheric mass between the entire Arctic Basin and the surrounding zonal ring [15]. In this way sea level pressure is described as a hemispheric scale seesaw of atmospheric mass between polar latitudes and the centers in the North Pacific and North Atlantic. The southern hemisphere has an identical low pressure polar area and high pressure zonal ring [15]. Generally the sea level pressure seesaw has a strong winter signature in the northern hemisphere [15] but is less seasonal in the southern hemisphere [16].

While NAO pressure centers represent mainly a winter index, the NAO signature is the dominant mode of the atmosphere throughout the year [17]. On a decadal scale a strong zonal jet stream has been associated with positive NAO anomalies and a weaker meridional jet stream with hemispheric Rossby waves has been associated with negative NAO anomalies (Figure 3). Thompson et al. [15] indicated that the polar vortex of westerly jet winds is hemispheric with zonal or meridional patterns simultaneously in northern and southern hemispheres (to observe similarity in northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere wind behavior patterns see: http://squall.sfsu.edu/crws/jetstream.html). During a cool/meridional phase, the westerly jet stream winds weaken forming moving wave patterns (Rossby waves). Three or four hemispheric waves form moving toward the equator over the continents and poleward over the oceans resulting in enhanced north-south, wind patterns in both hemispheres [3]. Some researchers have suggested that the recent switch to meridional winds, Rossby waves and severe winter weather was caused by Arctic ice melt and a reduced hemispheric temperature gradient [18]. This idea, however, has not been supported by other observational analyses or theory although it is still under review [19]. Weaker westerly winter winds cause the northern North Atlantic to become warmer as warm air is pushed northward over the ocean, and the Northern Hemisphere continents to become colder in winter as the Arctic winds are pushed south over the continents [1].

Evidence is slowly building to suggest that the North Atlantic ocean may have a significant impact on the atmosphere, specifically the stratosphere and multidecadal variation of the winter NAO. Scaife et al. [20] have revealed a strong correlation between stratospheric westerly winds and the NAO as well as between stratospheric and tropospheric westerly winds from 1965 to 1995. In the North Atlantic the Gulf Stream causes atmospheric variability in the form of wind divergence and convergence on the cold and warm boundaries, respectively, causing an upward motion across the Gulf Stream which extends into the upper troposphere [21]. The resulting upper tropospheric divergence may be important in generating stationary Rossby waves that produce remote responses. During winter months tropospheric wave forcing from ocean heat flux may enter the stratosphere, and with persistent anomalies on multidecadal time scales of 40 to 60 years, cause increased frequencies of sudden stratospheric warming according to coupled atmosphere-ocean global climate models [22]. An enhanced sudden stratospheric warming frequency may be connected to multidecadal negative NAO. Whether the NAO changes can be forced by ocean heat flux is controversial and global climate models of the stratosphere are apparently too limited in height to predict the interaction well. Supporting this connection, however, Omrani et al. [23] found that large scale Atlantic warming of the AMO apparently drove stratospheric warming resulting in a negative troposphere NAO in late winter since
the mid 1990s. Thus their results suggest that the atmosphere does respond to ocean variability and that the potential exists for a self-maintaining oscillatory mode of internal ocean-atmospheric variability.

While this ocean-atmospheric feedback may explain westerly wind variability in the northern hemisphere, it does not explain the concurrent fluctuations of westerly winds in the southern hemisphere. Existing evidence does suggest some form of atmospheric communication from the northern hemisphere NAM to the southern hemisphere SAM. It is revealing that annular modes extend deep into the tropics and subtropics of the opposing hemisphere [24]. This signature is associated with respective winter seasons but stronger with the NAM. The NAM and the SAM have both exhibited high index polarity from 1979 to 1999 and particularly, the NAM contributed to climate trends in the tropics with a 0.1 K cooling of the tropical troposphere [24]. Building on this connection Fogt et al. [25] have found that SAM variability reconstruction displayed decadal peaks of at least 2 y duration, particularly in the austral spring and summer, in the 1930s and 1960s which are not captured in global climate model comparisons. In SAM indices based on instrumental data and reanalysis data, Yuan and Yonekura [26] find another positive anomaly in the late 1990s with the amplitude of the this anomaly and the one in the 1960s, equivalent to the total change of the long-term trend from the 1950s to 1990s. A possible mechanism for these peaks could be strong NAM forcing of regime shifts through remote influences from the tropical troposphere-stratosphere.

A complication, is that wind indices, whether zonal or meridional, have temporally and spatially varied positions due to complicated dynamics and asymmetry of continents and mountain ranges in the northern hemisphere. Thus, measures of wind velocity, and particularly direction, like the annual Atmospheric Circulation Index (ACI) and the winter Pacific Circulation Index (PCI) have the same pattern with a time lag in the peak position of the PCI [2]. These indices are anomaly trends of winter wind-flow regimes and not real-time indices. The ACI originated from Russian workers Vangenheim [27,28] based on the long-term temperature and ice break-up forecasting over the North Atlantic, Europe and Asia, and Girs [5,29] based on number of days with wind patterns classified to three types, zonal, meridional, easterly (like meridional but opposite in phase) and adapted by Kylashtorin [4]. The PCI is derived from the same technique as the ACI but includes the atmosphere over the North Pacific and western North America for the winter period [3]. Climate indices not based on wind measures may fail to be statistically correlated between ocean basins [30].

Just as some hypotheses are related mainly to the atmosphere, others involve ocean circulation. Several authors interpret decadal variability as coupled atmosphere/ocean interactions over the North Atlantic [31]. One proposal is based on the rate at which surface North Atlantic waters sink during winter to form North Atlantic deep water, or the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). Over decadal time scales, the latitudinal temperature gradient of the North Atlantic intensifies or decreases, presumably depending on the rate of the winter water sinking. These temperature changes have been recorded by ship and satellite sensors and summarized as the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation [32–34]. The AMO may be described as the time integrated effect of the NAO on ocean currents that results in an out of phase surface cool pool/warm pool in the North Atlantic during positive/negative NAO. The transition from warm pool to cool pool apparently occurs as the salty warm water, cools and sinks to thermocline depth mixing the heat into the deeper waters and cooling the surface waters of the North Atlantic, resulting in the recent regional stasis in global warming [35]. This mixing does not occur in other oceans except for the deeply mixed southern ocean [35].
In past cold glacial periods, ice prevented North Atlantic water from sinking; during glacial and early interglacial periods, ice sheets and/or great melt water lakes burst into the North Atlantic and prevented water from sinking, resulting in the return of glacial cold conditions [36]. These cold periods were followed by rapid North Atlantic water sinking and an increasingly warm climate [36]. Many researchers have suggested that the abrupt climate change in the glacial era associated with deep-water formation on/off is now in the current late interglacial era a decadal waxing and waning of deep-water formation as surface waters decrease in stratification/increase in stratification with fresh melt waters [37]. Knight et al. [32] has simulated the thermohaline circulation in the North Atlantic over the past 1400 years and predicts the waxing and waning of the surface circulation over the past centuries. While, deep Atlantic current measurements have so far not established a connection with North Atlantic deep-water formation and the NAO or AMO [38], the RAPID current array at 26.5°N over the period of 2004 to 2012 has indicated a decline of ~0.5 Sv·y⁻¹ in the AMOC which exceeds the rate of decline due to climate warming of ~0.05 Sv·y⁻¹ and may be due to decadal change [39].

A large literature discusses the movement of surface water and heat to the polar region of strongest deep-water formation, from the opposite pole, which is termed “heat piracy” [40,41]. The strength of the “piracy” depends upon the degree of balance in the formation of deepwater at the respective poles. While most of this literature is paleoceanographic, “piracy” is an active area of research in the modern ocean [42,43]. Broecker et al. [44] using chemical proxies have speculated about the north-south hemisphere seesaw slow down of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) formation in the Southern Hemisphere during the 20th century period compared to the meridional period of the Little Ice Age. According to their recent World Ocean Circulation Experiment and earlier current measurements, Ganachaud and Wunsch [45] find no such slow down in AABW formation in the late 20th century. This controversy continues with a recent publication suggesting that like the decrease in AABW formation, apparently due to excessive melt-water, during the last interglacial, a slowdown in AABW has occurred recently, as evidenced by the absence of polynya formation in the Weddell Sea, in the late 20th century during the zonal period of rapid North Atlantic Deep Water formation [46].

A new hypothesis for the northern hemisphere natural climate warming/cooling, centers on the oscillation of sea ice extent in the Arctic [47]. The multivariate “stadium wave” analysis incorporates the collective interaction of all major climate indices including new indices of sea ice in the Arctic. Multiple dynamics related to climate signal communication include migration of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone, basin scale wind patterns, western boundary current dynamics and Arctic sea ice processes. The main mechanism, apparently controlling the oscillation of sea ice, is the Atlantic Ocean’s constructive/destructive influence on the Arctic halocline which is responsible for the winter time ice cover. A strong halocline promotes sea ice formation by preventing warmer deep waters from mixing to the surface and vice versa. Processes, which regulate Arctic freshwater balance, act continually to reverse the “stadium wave”. A strong halocline and extensive ice cover introduce a warm regime and vice versa. During the current cool regime the authors expect ice to increase in the Greenland, Barents and Kara Seas and the Arctic Seas of Siberia including Laptev, East Siberian and Chukchi Seas [47]. Kravtsov et al. [28] have further developed the stadium wave analysis, countered the criticism that this work represents a statistical artifact and urged an improved agreement between observations and simulations by a state of the art climate model.
4. Oscillations in Gyre Circulation and Upwelling

For this review we have hypothesized changes in ocean gyre circulation and upwelling strength based on the literature, satellite data and a global ocean circulation model (Figure 3, Table 1). New ocean observation arrays will eventually provide data to document more fully changes in gyre circulations. During both decadal phases synchronous behavior occurs for the subarctic gyres but contrary to expectation, synchronous behavior apparently fails to occur for subtropical gyres. During the warm/zonal phase, the strength of the subarctic gyre circulation increases in the Atlantic and Pacific [48]. As subarctic gyres surge, subtropical gyres relax in the Pacific, but not in the Atlantic (Figure 3). In the North Atlantic, both subarctic and northern hemisphere subtropical gyre circulations increase [17]. Atlantic southern hemisphere subtropical gyre circulation may also increase but instrumental records are too short to test the hypothesis for a pan-Atlantic decadal oscillation [49]. The result would be out of phase circulations in subtropical gyres between the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. There is evidence during zonal phase of the Atlantic northeast tropical trade winds increasing, likely due to the location of the central east Atlantic high-pressure area [1,15]. In the tropical Atlantic, cross equatorial transport from the South Atlantic to the North Atlantic increased in the late 1970s to 89% compared to 32% in the late 1960s due to increased northern trade winds and Ekman transport (Figure 3) [42]. The out of phase circulation between subtropical gyres in the Atlantic and Pacific may be due to the thermohaline circulation of the Atlantic versus the lack of this circulation in the Pacific or to the smaller ocean mass relative to the greater land masses around the Atlantic compared to the Pacific or other unknown factors.

Table 1. Summary of upwelling wind speed trends over time (slope, mean, standard deviation (SD) and tendency), temperature tendency, chlorophyll tendency for early 2000s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location 2</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Tendency</th>
<th>Temperature 1</th>
<th>Chlorophyll 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oyashio</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>slowing</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>cooling</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humboldt</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>cooling</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canary</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>slowing</td>
<td>warming</td>
<td>decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benguela</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>slowing</td>
<td>warming</td>
<td>decreasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Observational atmospheric pressure and current data over the last 50 years in the North Atlantic indicate surging of both the North Atlantic subarctic and subtropical gyres during the warm/zonal, positive NAO phase [50]. The literature provides evidence of significant surface water winter sinking and movements of deep Atlantic water within the subarctic gyre, as well as between subarctic and subtropical gyres [50]. The North Atlantic current, the southward deep interior flows of the subarctic, and the southward deep interior flow of the subtropical gyre were also strong [50]. Further, the western
far North Atlantic stayed cold, during this time period, as strong westerly winds isolated northern regions like the Labrador Sea, causing convective sinking in that region [51]. The westerly winds that isolate the cold to the north kept the more southerly North Atlantic and Western Europe warm. Annual average temperatures in the eastern and western Atlantic at temperate latitudes increased by 1 °C over the annual cycle and up to 2 °C during the winter period [52], (Figure 1). The overall subarctic Atlantic gyre circulation increased (∼15%) with increasing westerlies in the latter twentieth century and subsequently relaxed in the mid 1990s to present [53,54]. The meridional regime has led to weaker Atlantic Ocean gyres notably since the 1990s [55].

Instrument records have been too short to reveal correlated multidecadal subtropical gyre circulation changes in the South Atlantic and North Atlantic (Figure 3) [49]. At shorter time scales South Atlantic subtropical gyre circulation has been observed to fluctuate at similar frequencies with the North Atlantic [56], and southern tropical Atlantic sea surface temperature have been correlated at decadal time scales [49]. There has been not-too-convincing evidence of multidecadal changes in wind intensity in the southern subtropical Atlantic. A St Helena Climate index, which apparently reflects the intensity of the southeasterly trades in the South Atlantic, shows strengthening from 1900 to the 1930s, weakening to stable conditions to the 1970s and then a weak strengthening from the 1980s to 2000 [57]. Despite the apparently weak St Helena Climate trends, upwelling intensity followed the expected patterns. The 1960 were characterized by weak upwelling favorable winds [58]; during the 1970s to 1990s, an increase in upwelling was observed along the Luderitz at ∼26° off the west coast of Africa resulting in colder water temperatures, increased nutrients and chlorophyll concentrations close to the coast [57–60]. In the 1990s decreased wind stress, upwelling and increasing temperatures were observed along the northern Benguela current system [58,59,61]. It is perhaps, indicative that 3 Benguela Ninos occurred from 1960s to 1990 period and that 4 Benguela Ninos occurred during the 1990s [56] suggesting a weakening of the Southwest Trades in the latter decade compared to earlier decades. Good evidence does support the strengthening/weakening of the South Atlantic sub-polar gyre during strong/weak westerlies in the southern hemisphere on multidecadal time scales [62].

By contrast to the Atlantic, in the Pacific subtropical gyres, circulation and easterly trade winds have been observed to decrease during the warm/zonal phase of the oscillation [48,63] and El Nino becomes more frequent and intense in the tropical south Pacific [64]. A reconstruction of variability in the southeast Pacific from the late Holocene has shown that during strong zonal wind and Antarctic Circumpolar Current speed, strong upwelling of Antarctic Intermediate water develops and flows toward the equatorial Pacific [65]. The temperature contrast and mixing in equatorial thermocline waters modulates El Nino activity. After the late 1970s regime shift a high positive Southern Annular Mode dominated resulting in strong zonal winds [66]. Upwelling anomalies from the South Pacific perturbed the equatorial thermocline seven years later resulting in a series of strong El Nino events in the late 20th century [67]. As a result of the decreased equator-ward winds (northerly winds in the northern hemisphere and southerly winds in the southern hemisphere) and due to the weakened easterly trade winds in the tropics, upwelling off the western margins of continents decreases [17,63]. Prior to the mid 1970s the upwelling in the California current system was deeper; while during post mid 1970s the upwelling was shallower with more horizontal entrainment of surface waters from the north [68]. In the North Pacific the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO—defined as the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF)/principal component (PC) of both sea surface temperature (SST) and sea
surface height (SSH)) an atmospheric index of climate, gives different correlations with physical and biological parameters than the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO—defined as the second EOF/PC of SST and SSH) Index representing an oceanic climate index [69]. The NPGO variability is statistically separate from the PDO and explains salinity and nutrient variability that the PDO does not and may be a better indicator of planktonic ecosystem dynamics. The NPGO may be a better index of upwelling along the southern California coast although the PDO appears to be better north of 38°N [69].

**Figure 4.** (a) Global map showing upwelling regions and (b) year versus annual sea surface temperature (based on satellite data) in upwelling regions (color coded) of the Benguela, Humboldt and California currents. An upward trend suggests slowing upwelling, no trend suggests steady upwelling and a downward trend suggests increased upwelling; and (c) SeaWiFS and MODIS annual surface chlorophyll concentration in upwelling areas in Benguela, Humboldt, California and Iberia/Canary. Oyashio data quality too questionable to present. For this figure Satellite derived (AVHRR Pathfinder [70]) and chlorophyll (SeaWiFS and MODIS [71]) data were compiled from upwelling regions (Table 2). Pathfinder data were provided by GHRST and the US National Oceanographic Data Center (http://pathfinder.nodc.noaa.gov). This project was supported in part by a grant from the NOAA Climate Data Record (CDR) Program for satellites.
Figure 5. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) global circulation model temperature for upwelling zones in Figure 4a. Slopes of linear regression lines indicate coherence with Figure 4b and are positive for Canary and Benguela and negative for California and Humboldt currents for available model output period 1992 to 2012. The state estimates were provided by Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, Phase II (ECCO2) Consortium for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean funded by the National Oceanographic Partnership program (NOPP).

As the westerly winds weaken and north-south winds and trade winds strengthen during the cold/meridional phase in both hemispheres of the Pacific, subtropical gyre circulations are observed to increase [48,63,72]. In the North Pacific the NPGO was observed to strengthen since 1993 [69]. Intensified circulation in subtropical gyre systems and intensified trade winds enhances upwelling and productivity in the California and Humboldt systems [73–75]. Gyre circulation in the South Pacific has intensified by 20% at 1000 m since the 1990s [76].

Table 2. Latitude and longitude location of corners of color code areas for Figure 4a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subarea</th>
<th>UL_LON</th>
<th>UL_LAT</th>
<th>UR_LON</th>
<th>UR_LAT</th>
<th>LL_LON</th>
<th>LL_LAT</th>
<th>LR_LON</th>
<th>LR_LAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California Current</td>
<td>128.80</td>
<td>47.94</td>
<td>−119.22</td>
<td>47.94</td>
<td>−128.80</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>−119.22</td>
<td>32.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humboldt Current</td>
<td>−82.66</td>
<td>−4.35</td>
<td>−70.00</td>
<td>−4.35</td>
<td>−82.66</td>
<td>−33.09</td>
<td>−70.00</td>
<td>−33.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iberian Canary Current</td>
<td>−20.52</td>
<td>44.96</td>
<td>−1.54</td>
<td>44.96</td>
<td>−20.52</td>
<td>11.73</td>
<td>−1.54</td>
<td>11.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benguela Current</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>−14.11</td>
<td>17.09</td>
<td>−14.11</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>−29.75</td>
<td>17.09</td>
<td>−29.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Alternations in Fish Populations

Along continental margins of the subtropical gyres, changes in upwelling and the resulting temperature and chlorophyll concentrations set the stage for alternating abundances of weak and strong upwelling phase preferring fish species (Figure 4). In the meridional phase, equator-ward wind and upwelling increase and temperatures decrease in the Pacific (Table 1). By contrast, in the Atlantic wind and upwelling decrease and temperatures warm (Table 1). Satellite derived sea surface temperature in the Humboldt and California upwelling areas cooled after 2000, suggesting enhanced upwelling (Figure 4a,b), consistent with the speeding up of Pacific subtropical gyre circulation in the meridional phase. Additionally during that time in those areas, chlorophyll concentrations increased (Figure 4c). By contrast where gyre circulations slowed in the Atlantic after 2000, temperatures warmed and chlorophyll concentration decreased in the Iberia/Canary and Benguela regions (Figure 4). The NASSA funded Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) global ocean circulation model temperature output for the period of 1992 to 2012 showed the same pattern of warming in the Canary and Benguela Currents and cooling in the California and Humboldt Currents as the observed temperatures indicated (Figure 5). Satellite wind data from upwelling areas showed consistent trends with temperature and chlorophyll in early 2000s data (Table 1). Oyshio wind data indicated a slowing trend consistent with slowing subpolar gyre circulation.

Fish populations from landings records appear to exhibit the cycles associated with natural decadal jet stream westerly wind change, alternating gyre circulations and the alternating intensity of upwelling off continental margins although they have also been impacted by intense harvest pressures over the past 100 years (Figures 3—6). During the zonal wind periods, subarctic gyre fish populations switch from cool to warm species in the northeast Atlantic [9,34,77] and all species of salmon increase in abundance in the Pacific Aleutian gyre [5] (Figure 6a). In the northwest Pacific anchovy and sardine regime shifts occur with anchovies growing depending on optimal temperatures [78]. Also during the zonal phase as Pacific subtropical gyre circulation relaxes, upwelling relaxes off the western margins of continents and warm species of fish like sardines replace cool species like anchovies. Temperature preference may be more of a correlation where certain prey may be available for sardine during weak upwelling, with usually warmer temperatures and for anchovy during strong upwelling, with usually cooler temperatures off the western margin of continents. In other regions with weaker upwelling like the Northwestern Pacific Oyashio and South Africa Agulhas extension regions, sardines and their favored prey of sardines occur during cooler conditions and anchovy and their favored prey of anchovy occur during warmer conditions [79,80]. The alternation in dominance of small pelagic species is consistent with the flow hypothesis of MacCall [81] in which periods of weak boundary current flow favor sardines and periods of strong flow and stronger upwelling favor anchovies. The best evidence of the ecological impact of phase changes in gyre circulations and upwelling intensities comes from salmon fisheries and small pelagic fish (Figure 6).

The increased sheer in the Gulf of Alaska gyre or Aleutian gyre after the mid 1970s mixed nutrients to the surface stimulating phytoplankton growth and subsequently zooplankton abundances. The ecological changes included an increase in ground fish and pollock recruitment and Pacific salmon catches in the Gulf of Alaska Gyre (Figure 6a). Due to increased predation from these fish, pandalid shrimp and capelin forage fish declined and correlated with a crash in piscivorous sea bird and marine
mammal populations [82]. During this zonal wind, warming phase and the warming phase from the 1910s to the 1940s, landings from all species of salmon increased in the Aleutian gyre system to 1997 [5] (Figure 6a). These oscillating changes in salmon landings have been recorded in sediment data for hundreds of years [83].

As more water is pulled into the Gulf of Alaska Gyre during the zonal phase, increasing circulation, less wind blows down the California Current, decreasing its upwelling. Evidence of decreased upwelling during the zonal phase after the 1970s was observed as water in the California current warmed and freshened with reduced mixing [84]. Primary production, zooplankton, pelagic fish and seabirds all decreased, with zooplankton decreasing by 80% [85]. By contrast and as expected with decreased upwelling, the Pacific sardine population increased off California from 1977 to the early 1990s [48,86]. Counts of seabirds only began after 1987 but declined 90% from the few early records available. Since the late 1990s despite expectation of stronger upwelling along California, no strong evidence of an increased abundance of zooplankton or anchovy has been revealed in surveys [87,88].

During the zonal phase in the Humboldt Current, sardine catches increased and anchovy catches decreased [4,48] (Figure 6b). Increases of sardines occurred simultaneously in the Humboldt, California and Japan-Kuroshio-Oyashio in the 1930s and after the 1970s, indicating global correlations of abundance [3]. In the Humboldt Current, Alheit and Hagen [89] identified two sardine phases (1930s to 1950s, 1970s to 1990s) and three cool anchovy phases (1920s to 1930s, 1950s to1970s, 1990s to present), corresponding to shifts in the global oscillation.

In the Benguela current off South Africa, the relative dominance of anchovies and sardines are out of phase compared to Pacific upwelling areas [4,90] (Figure 6). The out of phase shifting in fish species between the subtropical Atlantic and Pacific provide evidence supporting the out of phase subtropical gyre circulations. The northern Benguela current was a sardine dominated system from the 1950s to the mid 1960s and peaked in 1962 with 11 million tons; the regime shifted to an anchovy dominated system until the early 1990s when the anchovy stock declined [58,80,89]. Since severe harvest pressures in the 1960s northern sardines have failed to recover and show no evidence of expected dominance in the early 2000s meridional mode [58]. Currently both sardine and anchovy stocks remain low in the northern Benguela current.

Most of the fish landing data shown above come from short data sets from the mid 20th century. Thus mechanistic links between gyre circulation and fish species must be cautiously interpreted particularly in the light of lack of correlation for some species and areas due to perhaps, harvest pressure. One example to illustrate correlations for the long term is the Bohuslän Herring in the North Atlantic subpolar oscillation. The seine fishery for Bohuslän Herring from the North Sea off the south coast of Sweden was recorded from about the year 1000 to 1900 [91]. This unique data set of the cold preferring herring species displays maximum abundances generally during the cool portion of the cycles (Figure 7).
Figure 6. Fish landings of: (a) salmon in the Northeast Pacific; (b) sardines and anchovies in the Humboldt; and (c) anchovies and sardines in the Benguela current systems. Fish catch are given as the percent of peak catch of the time series, region specific. Values in figure legends represent the maximum landings of the fish catch over the time periods. The blue/red bars indicate the cool/warm phases over the last century. Data were adapted from Hare and Francis [92] (a), de Young et al. [93] (b,c). Species’ dominances are shown to change with the warm and cool phases. Species’ dominances are shown to change with the warm and cool phases which have been originally labeled NAO for Atlantic stocks and PDO/Inderdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) for Pacific stocks.
6. The Future: Anthropogenic Climate Change

Several authors have indicated how wind oscillations may be altered as anthropogenic gases heat the earth’s troposphere, or deplete ozone, and as atmospheric water vapor concentrations change [94–98]. For example, as the greenhouse gases CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ accumulate in the troposphere and trap heat, the stratosphere is cooled, intensifying the westerly winds at both poles [94]. Global warming due to greenhouse gases apparently intensifies the positive phase of the cycle [95–98]. The recent zonal phase, of the westerly winds in the northern hemisphere from the 1970s to the 1990s, was the strongest NAO oscillation in the recorded record [17]. Freshening waters at the poles, warming of Atlantic intermediate waters, a warming, spreading Atlantic-derived sub-layer across the Arctic Eurasian basin, an increased Arctic ice efflux through the western Fram Strait over the same NAO period were deemed consistent with climate model predictions of the processes of global change [17]. Surface westerly winds in the southern hemisphere have shifted poleward and also intensified in the austral summer with the Antarctic ozone hole representing one possible explanation for the shift [96, 97]. The westerly winds in the southern hemisphere have increased more than those in the northern hemisphere due possibly to ozone depletion [98]. The loss of ozone would cool the cold air over Antarctica increasing the thermal gradient between the pole and the tropics making the southern westerlies stronger. A poleward shift in the westerly winds whether due to a warming climate, increased ozone or natural fluctuation may decrease global warming and anthropogenic carbon dioxide increase in the atmosphere [99]. Russell *et al.* [100] suggest that the strength and latitude of the southern westerlies, that have shifted poleward and increased by 20% during the zonal period, have a large effect on the ability of the southern ocean to take up heat and carbon. The authors propose that strong westerly winds when more aligned with the Antarctic circumpolar current may slow rates of stratification, thereby increasing the storage of heat through increased mixing and slowing anthropogenic carbon dioxide through dilution with older, lower carbon dioxide released in upwelled waters [99, 100]. Heat sequestration and atmospheric carbon dioxide dilution act as negative feedbacks on climate warming and form an active area of current research [35]. Solomon *et al.* [98] proposed that stratospheric water vapor is also a driver or maybe, reflects, decadal global surface climate change. These authors use a combination of observations and models to suggest that stratospheric water vapor was correlated to...
climate warming between 1980 and 2000 and to the flattening of global warming since early 2000s. The intensity of the recent switch to a meridional wind phase has also been attributed to enhanced Arctic warming. The darker surface waters of the melting Arctic region absorb more heat leading to a decreased latitudinal temperature gradient and a weakened polar vortex of westerly winds characterizing the meridional wind phase [101].

The popular media reports on the scientists’ prediction in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [102] tend to project smooth trends for temperature increase over time when regionally at least, variable rates of increase would be more accurate. The actual IPCC report details the more complex relationship between regional climate change and global mean change [102]. During the recent zonal wind phase, temperatures increased dramatically over northern temperate continents [8]. Global air temperatures increased 0.61 °C overall during the 20th century [103], but during zonal wind periods, the temperatures increased 1 to 2 °C (Figure 2). During the current meridional phase, regional temperatures have stayed high but the rate of winter increase has slowed (Figure 1). The oscillating regional temperature patterns may cause oscillatory behavior in the intensity of upwelling in eastern boundary currents, ice melt, sea level rise, patterns of droughts and floods, storm intensity, agricultural productivity, etc. Due to the westerly winds, heating of the oceans has not taken place uniformly along the latitudinal gradient. While the subarctic Atlantic has cooled in the last half of the twentieth century consistent with isolation by the westerly winds, the subtropical Atlantic has warmed [104]. The natural variability of the westerly winds may make regional anthropogenic warming apparently slow in the present meridional wind phase as some news articles have recently suggested [105,106].

7. Summary

The relationship of decadal jet stream wind patterns to gyre circulation in this review should be considered as hypotheses to be tested (Figure 3). In the 20th century the global scope of multidecadal climate oscillations are revealed in instrumented data and through proxy data, for several previous centuries. The objective of this review of natural climate oscillations was to describe possible linkages between jet stream winds, gyre circulations, upwelling and fish abundance. Several hypotheses, which address causes of the oscillation, were described although none have been fully accepted by the scientific community. A large literature supports the framework of climate variations in specific oceanic areas described here. Data, particularly satellite data, and model output support gyre circulations inferred from the literature. Oceanic pieces of the puzzle are being synthesized and it is becoming more common to consider whole gyres and comparisons of parallel areas in different oceans [34,48,107]. The literature, reviewed for many researchers over the past 50 years, has suggested that the climate and fish populations in upwelling regions oscillate between two states (Figures 3 and 6). Oscillation changes in the wind and intensity of upwelling off the western margins of continents in subtropical gyres may help explain asynchronous sardine abundances in the northern Benguela Current and anchovy abundances in the Humboldt Current although harvest pressures have recently disrupted patterns in the Benguela Current [58]. The evidence suggests that secular-scale regional anthropogenic climate trends may act to enhance the zonal phase of the global oscillation and in turn, may mute the meridional phase. The recognition of gyre scale changes in ecology should improve the management of fisheries particularly in upwelling areas, stimulate the further development of ocean observing systems and the search for other large scale ecological patterns.
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